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Abstract

The residual stress distribution induced by deep rolling depends on several factors: material elasto-plastic curve,

roller shape, indentation force and rolling feed. Among these, the force and the feed are those parameters that

can be easily handled without costs or layout modifications. This paper shows an experimental investigation

about these two parameters and a comparative analysis on the obtained residual stress profiles. The deep rolling

treatment was performed on aluminium alloy 7075-T6 samples and the used tool was a carbide roller with

conical and rounded contact. The residual stresses were measured by combining the hole drilling method and

the X-ray diffraction technique. A first evident result was the large difference between the two principal residual

stress components. The feed direction residual stress was almost a factor of two larger than the rolling direction

residual stress. Parameter trends on residual stress distributions were investigated. The depth of the compressive

region increased with the rolling force and the maximum stress position also tended to be subsurface, while

for lower loads the maxima were at the surface. On the other hand, the feed parameter did not produce any

effect at large depth, and just the initial subsurface distribution was slightly influenced. Nevertheless, the surface

hardness was noticeably affected by the feed, while the rolling force had a less predominant role. Finite element

simulations were also carried out and reported in the paper, mainly to have information about induced work

hardening. The plasticity depth was only affected by the load, indeed it was very similar to the compressive

residual stress depth, while the maximum accumulated plasticity was significantly increased by the feed.
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Nomenclature

DR Deep Rolling.

HDM Hole Drilling Method.

XRD X-Ray Diffraction.

FE Finite Element method.

E Young’s modulus.

SY Yield strength.

SU Ultimate tensile strength.

δN Toolholder imposed normal displacement.

dR Residual indentation depth.

FN Normal force during deep rolling treatment, also referred to as rolling force.

FN,av Average value of the normal force during deep rolling.

FN,std Standard deviation of the normal force during deep rolling.

f Rolling feed: the pitch between rolling subsequent traces.

α Clearance angle: inclination of the rolling tool conical surface.

rR Fillet radius of the rolling tool.

Ra Surface average roughness.

σx,σy,τxy Residual stress components along generic directions.

σf,σr,τfr Residual stress components along feed and rolling directions.

σf0,σr0 Residual stress components at the surface, feed and rolling directions.

σf,max,σr,max Maximum residual stress components, feed and rolling components.

dc Depth of compressive residual stresses.

df,max,dr,max Maximum compressive residual stress depths, feed and rolling directions.

εp Accumulated plastic strain after rolling.

εp,max Maximum of the accumulated plastic strain distribution.

1. Introduction

Mechanical treatments that produce plasticity deformation by means of a hard rolling indenter pushed against

the surface of a ductile metal component can be categorized as: “Burnishing”, “Low Plasticity Burnishing”

and “Deep Rolling”. Burnishing [1] is a treatment mainly dedicated to the surface finish enhancement and/or

to the surface hardness improvement [2, 3, 4], where the plastic deformation is limited to the scale of surface

roughness asperities. This treatment is not primarily dedicated to the induction of residual stresses. On the other

hand Deep Rolling (DR) [5] (sometimes also referred to as “Deep Cold Rolling” [6], or “Deep Ball Burnishing”

with the spherical indenter [7]) is a treatment basically designed for introducing surface and subsurface highly

compressive residual stresses. In specific applications, DR can be limited to the notch radiused region, such as at

shaft fillets [8, 9]. Otherwise the treatment can be performed under feed operation [10], following a setup com-

parable to burnishing, and merely using same tools, however with enhanced rolling forces. The surface finish

improvement is still obtained even with DR, along with high cold working [6, 10, 11]. This latter surface effect

can be beneficial as associated to the hardness improvement, but also detrimental since it is reason of material

embrittlement [12, 13], these two controversial factors can have relative roles depending on the applied load and

the specific material. Low plasticity burnishing, developed and patented by Lambda Technologies, also referred

to as “Roller Burnishing” e.g. by the Ecoroll company and by Klocke and Liermann [14], or “Ball Burnishing”

by López et al. [15], is both dedicated to surface roughness reduction and high and deep compressive residual

stresses. The main difference, with respect to deep rolling, is that high residual stress is obtained with reduced

work hardening [16, 17, 18], essentially due to the large size of the spherical indenter. This kind of burnishing is

usually performed on common machine tools, with a hydrostatic bearing system for the ball roller that requires
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a pressurization unit. Even complex geometries, such as impeller blades, can be treated by means of this tech-

nology [19, 20], but obviously there are limitations at notches due to the roller shape.

Besides burnishing and deep rolling, there are other techniques dedicated to the surface improvement, specif-

ically for introducing residual stresses. Among these, Shot Peening is the most common [21, 22, 23]. This

mechanical surface treatment is more flexible for different and complex geometries such as sharp notches

[24, 25, 26]. Though the detrimental effect of surface roughness, severe work hardening, and limited depth

of residual stresses [5, 16], the fatigue strength enhancement produced by shot peening still is remarkable. This

can be attributed to the shallow depth of the fatigue “process volume”, or the so called (fatigue) critical distance

[27], that actually can be quite small for high strength structural alloys. For example, this size is smaller than

0.1 mm for 7xxx aluminium alloys and then completely inside the shot peening compressive depth, as well dis-

cussed by Benedetti et al. [24].

Parameter investigation is a crucial task for surface treatments. An accurate choice of parameters can give opti-

mal performance, such as surface roughness or fatigue strength improvement, on the contrary the erratic selection

of the treatment parameters can even be detrimental with respect to the untreated condition. About the burnish-

ing process, a parameter investigation was performed by El-Axir [2]. He showed the effects on micro-hardness

and surface roughness, and proposed empirical equations for the parameter dependencies. He found that the af-

ter treatment surface properties are dependent on force, number of passes, feed, and also rolling speed. El-Axir

showed that the rolling speed indirectly produces an effect on burnishing due to tool chattering, also confirmed

by El-Khabeery and El-Axir [28]. This effect can be reason of concern for high production rates, while it is not

an issue for low speed rolling. Moreover, El-Axir showed that multiple passes cause material overhardening.

As mentioned above about low plasticity burnishing, it is desirable to have surface improvements: low rough-

ness and compressive residual stresses, just with a limited hardening to avoid embrittlement and also to have

residual stress stability [12, 13, 17]. Small value of the feed produces remarkable results in terms of hardness

and surface finish, however, similarly to multiple passes, severe work hardening of the material again results.

Parametric analysis were also reported by Rodrı́guez et al. [7] showing the effects of the speed, the feed and the

rolling load (here the load was the hydrostatic pressure for supporting the ball). They found that the optimum

burnishing results are in the range 0.2− 0.1 μm in terms of final Ra, though “good enough” surface treatment

can be considered when the roughness is less than 0.5 μm that is a typical value of the grinding process, thus the

grinding itself could be replaced by the burnishing (or the deep rolling) as finishing. Moreover, they showed that

the after burnishing roughness significantly depends on the previous surface roughness, this was also confirmed

by Prabhu et al. [6, 10, 11] and also evident in the present study.

The present research investigated the residual stresses induced by deep rolling with a tool having a “conical and

radiused shape”. The literature is mainly dedicated on burnishing and deep rolling with the ball type indenter.

Nevertheless, remarkable deep rolling results were obtained with this tool that has practical advantages with

respect to the low plasticity burnishing. This roller shape can easily manage shouldered geometries, not acces-

sible by the ball type indenter, moreover no external fluid pressurization unit is required to control the rolling

load. Balland et al. [29] investigated a similar rolling tool, cylindrical and rounded, with the axis having a small

inclination angle with respect to the specimen surface. The contact reduced to a small area with largely different

curvatures, and consequently the residual stress components were quite different. More specifically, the compo-

nent along the high curvature radius was remarkably higher than the other. This residual stress anisotropy, also

well evident in the present study, is a quality rather than a shortcoming when the loading is mainly applied along

a specific direction. E.g. a shaft under rotating bending fatigue has the cyclic normal stress direction aligned

with the axis, thus the higher residual stress component along this axial direction generates a well dedicated

fatigue crack prevention.

Finite Element (FE) simulation is a familiar tool for residual stress prediction. There is a large literature about

modeling residual stresses produced by different industrial processes such as welding, heat treatment, machin-

ing, etc. (see the review paper by Mackerle [30]) and about surface plastic deformation processes, such as shot

peening [22, 31, 32] and also deep rolling [7, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 29, 39]. The main results of a literature

review about low plasticity burnishing and deep rolling FE modeling can be summarized as follows:

• Plane strain simulation can be preferable rather than full 3D modeling. Though the unavoidable geome-
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try simplification, in a plain model the element size can be remarkable reduced, especially at the initial

subsurface region that experiences high stress gradients. The plane strain does not allow the material

from flowing along the out-of-plane direction, however, the 3D cumbersome model reduces the modeled

geometry to a very small portion of the specimen surface with evident limitations in terms of adequate

boundary conditions.

• Final surface finish can be successfully modeled both with plane and 3D models. Also pre-existing surface

roughness can be introduced in the FE model to reproduce more realistically the final surface texture.

• Residual stress distribution is usually considered as uniform along any direction parallel to the specimen

surface, and stress gradient is just assumed along the depth. The cyclic indentation, however, produces

some non-uniformity along the feed direction. Usually, stress components are averaged on several equi-

spaced vertical lines distributed in one single feed pitch.

• Numerical residual stress predictions are sometimes coherent with the measures just in terms of parametric

trends, though significant differences can arise. Unfortunately, these large divergences usually are at the

surface, where the assessment of the residual stresses are of major importance e.g. for fatigue.

An experimental parametric investigation on aluminium alloy 7075-T6 is reported in this paper by showing in

depth residual stress distributions for increasingly load and different feed values, generated with this conical and

rounded roller shape. A comparison analysis and related discussion is provided in terms of parameter sensitivity

on residual stress distributions. FE simulations, with a plain strain model, are also reported in order to have an

assessment of the work hardening, for each investigated combinations of load and feed, to be evaluated along

with the residual stress trends.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Aluminium alloy 7075-T6 mechanical characterization

As mentioned in the Introduction, the deep rolling specimens were extracted from aluminium alloy 7075-T6 bars.

Tensile tests, reported in Fig. 1, confirmed literature data for this material: Young’s modulus E = 71500 MPa,

Yield and Ultimate strengths: SY = 540 MPa, SU = 580 MPa respectively. Being SU such not largely higher than

SY, the hardening of the material is small. A clear consequence of this very limited work hardening is that the

initial yield strength limits the maximum residual stress any mechanical treatment can induce, as experimentally

found and discussed in this research. During deep rolling, the surface material experiences multiple loadings

after initial hardening. For this reason, a further non standard test was performed to find the stress-strain cyclic

behaviour of this material, Fig. 1 (b). After a tensile stress of 580 MPa, the imposed deformation rate was

reversed, and the compressive yield was then experienced at a smaller stress: (minus) 490 MPa, thus showing

the Bauschinger effect. Moreover, the cyclic curve showed a smoother transition from elastic to elasto-plastic,

at the yield point, rather than the monotonic curve. This specific material behaviour was then modeled in the FE

simulations reported below.

2.2. Deep rolling tool

The DR operations were performed with a tungsten carbide roller tool: model D90-L-25-0 by DREX-TOOLS,

very similar to that shown and used by Tian and Shin for laser-assisted burnishing [40]. As mentioned in the

Introduction, the geometry of this tool is conical with a rounded fillet at the contacting edge. This device can be

used with a common machine tool, such as milling or turning machines. The tungsten carbide indenter is sup-

ported by needle bearings, thus pressurized fluid is not required, moreover, the process can even be performed

just as dry contact, though lubrication with the machining coolant fluid is recommended. The geometry and the

positioning of the roller tool is reported in Fig. 2 (a). The nominal edge radius, as reported by the manufacturer

is rR = 0.78 mm. After verification of the geometry, with a profilometer, the value of the actual radius was

found rR = 0.744 mm, so very similar to the nominal. The clearance angle was not given by the manufacturer.
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Figure 1: (a) Tensile test on 7075-T6, engineering and true curve. (b) Cyclic curve after initial work hardening.

A measure of this value was obtained by evaluating the profile of an indentation region and it was found ap-

proximately α = 1.6◦. Fig. 2 (b) shows the roller trace, after an initial vertical indentation. The front and rear

regions of radius and cone surfaces are evident, the rolling motion can have either left or right direction, while

the recommended feed orientation is from the cone to the radius. Material pile-up is also evident in Fig. 2 (b).

The subsequent edge contacts produce surface unevenness mitigation and pile-up shifts (each shift is obviously

equal to the feed length) leaving the treated back surface significantly smoother then the previous machining.
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Figure 2: (a) Deep rolling tool and geometry dimensions of the carbide roller. (b) Roller trace after initial vertical indentation (non

proportional scales).

2.3. Deep rolling normal force

The vertical load with this kind of rolling tool was induced by a normal displacement δN, after initial contact,

just imposed to the milling (or turning) machine as a depth of cut. The tool support can freely move inside its

track and the toolholder internal surface is lubricated in order to reduce friction. A small stiffness, from the roller

contact to the toolholder, is recommended in order to have a reliable control of the vertical load. A stack of disc

springs is inserted between the two parts of the support, finally, the upper point of the support is in contact with a

load cell to accurately measure the load during the rolling, Fig. 3. A similar tool setup, with spring and load cell,

was proposed by Shiou and Chuang [41] along with a ball type roller. However, the low plasticity burnishing
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sphere is usually supported by the pressurized fluid to ease the rolling, while the indenter used here is supported

by needle bearings and this solution can not be replicated for the spherical tool.

Roller 
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Roller axle

Support
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Load cell

max. 10 kN

Tool-

holder

Toolholder
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displacement

N

Force Display 

unit

Figure 3: Scheme of normal force measurement during rolling.

The normal force was just “open loop” controlled. The force was only read during the rolling operation, instead

of feedback controlled. However, the numerical control accuracy, the fine surface preparation of the specimens,

and the low stiffness of the inserted disc springs allowed to have a good stability of the rolling force FN after

a preliminarily setting of the normal displacement δN. Fig. 4 shows the relation between δN and the measured

normal force FN for single point indentations, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). On the same graph it is also reported

the depth of residual indentation dR, after tool removal, that was measured by means of a contact profilometer.

Though much smaller, this depth had a very similar trend with respect to the normal displacement δN that is

mainly due to the low stiffness of the springs and specimen elasticity rather than plasticity yielding. After

setting the vertical indentation, the normal force did not change significantly during subsequent rolling. The

force fluctuation was approximately in the range ±10 N, as shown below. Though not reported in this work, the

normal force was observed to be more stable during rolling on a turning machine, being the rolling process not

discontinuous, rather than on a milling machine. As a consequence an even smoother final surface was obtained

on turning.
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Figure 4: Vertical displacement and residual indentation depth dependencies with respect to the normal force, obtained with single

vertical indentations.
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2.4. Deep rolling feed

The deep rolling tests reported in the present paper were obtained on the flat surface of small cylinders to be

then investigated with residual stress measurement techniques. A milling machine (HAAS Super Mini Mill) was

used to generate an array of rolling traces. The feed f is the distance between rolling subsequent traces. Fig. 5

(a) shows the tool path along with the feed definition. The imposed feed was very accurately reproduced by the

numerical control machine. Observations of the rolling traces confirmed an error on the feed not larger than 1%,

Fig. 5 (b).

20mm

20mm

30mm

,Feedf

0.2 10 rolling pathsf

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Imposed deep rolling path and feed definition. (b) Verification of the feed by SEM observation of a rolled surface.

2.5. Tested parameter combinations

As mentioned in the Introduction, the DR process parameters are rolling speed, number of passes, feed and

rolling force. The deep rolling tests reported here were just performed with a small rolling speed to avoid tool

chattering, and also to avoid specimen surface temperature rise, indeed the rolling process was performed under

dry condition without machining coolant. Moreover, the performed rolling was just single pass, future work

can reveal any improvement of multiple passes but overhardening could be a drawback, as discussed above.

Hence, the parameters investigated in this research are the feed f and the normal force FN. Test definitions and

parameter combinations f ,FN are reported in Tab. 1.

f , mm

FN, N 0.05 0.1 0.2

50 Test 1 Test 2

150 Test 3 Test 4

300 Test 5 Test 6

450 Test 7 Test 8

900 Test 9

Table 1: Investigated parameter combinations and definition of the tests.

The initial contact was easily found as the force display onset, then the empirical relationship shown in Fig. 4

was used for setting the vertical displacement to be imposed as depth of cut to the numerical control. During

rolling, the normal force experienced some fluctuations, both from the initial point to the final for any single

rolling path, and from initial paths to end paths. As an example, these force variations are reported in Tab. 2

about Test 3 for which the nominal force was FN = 150 N. Measured force values at different rolling positions
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were also statistically evaluated as mean and standard deviation. Force values recording and statistical analyses

were performed for all the tests, mean and standard deviation results are reported in Tab. 3.

Initial rolling paths Final rolling paths

begin point end point begin point end point

164 168 146 150

160 162 148 152

160 162 150 154

Average value FN,av = 156 N

Standard deviation FN,std = 7.2 N

Table 2: Measured normal force values FN (in Newton) at different rolling positions for Test 3.

FN, N (nominal) FN, N (average) FN, N (st. dev.)

Test 1 50 57 13.7

Test 2 50 69 3.0

Test 3 150 156 7.2

Test 4 150 145 4.3

Test 5 300 308 11.3

Test 6 300 306 4.4

Test 7 450 457 5.7

Test 8 450 460 2.4

Test 9 900 933 5.9

Table 3: Normal force statistical values for all deep rolling tests.

3. Deep rolling surface modification

3.1. Surface roughness

Deep rolled surfaces were investigated with a contact profilometer. Fig. 6 (a) shows the Test 9 tree-dimensional

relieved initial and final portions of the deep rolled surface. The front region of the rolled surface clearly shows

a rising wake ahead of the tool due to the material pile-up. The height of this wake depends on the rolling force

and it ranged from a few microns for the lowest investigated rolling load values, to a few tens of microns for the

highest rolling loads. This plastic wake has not a detrimental effect on the surface roughness since it is flattened

after each subsequent passage, as shown in the FE simulation section reported below. Fig. 6 (b) reports single

profiles for roughness evaluation, both just after turning and then after deep rolling. Ra reduction more than a

factor of 2 is evident. Test 3, with a much smaller force and also smaller feed, reported very similar roughness

values: Ra = 0.69 μm after turning, Ra = 0.25 μm after deep rolling. A preliminarily test with FN = 450 N,

f = 0.2 mm was performed with a much coarser turning surface, and after rolling the surface roughness was

again improved approximately by the same factor: Ra = 1.38 μm after turning, Ra = 0.54 μm after deep rolling.

Though not intensively investigated in this paper, apparently, the average roughness is primarily related to the

surface finish before deep rolling and less affected by the rolling parameters force and feed. This is basically

in agreement with the literature, such as the paper by Rodrı́guez et al. about ball-burnishing [7]. Finally, the

surface roughness values obtained with this conical and rounded tool are well inside the typical range of grinding

roughness, so for some applications deep rolling could replace grinding itself.

3.2. Surface hardness

The surface hardness was also measured on the deep rolling specimens. The reference 7075-T6 hardness value

was 175 HV without deep rolling or any other mechanical surface treatment. This result was experimentally
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Figure 6: (a) Relieved surface at the treatment extremities. (b) Roughness reduction after deep rolling.

found in the present research and was in agreement with the literature data, e.g. Ref. [12]. Though the lim-

ited work hardening, as evident from the tensile tests, Fig. 1, the hardness slightly increased because of deep

rolling. Parametric results are reported in Tab. 4. Both feed and rolling force influenced the surface hardness.

Higher rolling force produced an increase of hardness, as well as closer rolling passes (smaller feed) positively

contributed to the hardness. Among the two parameters, feed has a predominant effect. E.g. in the range of

rolling force 150−450 N the hardness was steadily 188 HV5 with f = 0.1 mm, while the feed still produced an

effect of 2−5 hardness points. Very strong combinations of feed and load were finally tested to have a highest

reference value. The maximum obtained hardness was 196 HV5, that was in good agreement with maximum

(micro-)hardness reported by Benedetti et al. [12] about the strongest shot peening on the same alloy and similar

heat treatment.

No deep rolling: 175

f , mm

FN, N 0.05 0.1 0.2

50 186 179

150 188 182

300 188 186

450 188 183

900 186

1000 196 193

Table 4: Hardness HV with 5 kgf load, parametric comparison on deep rolled specimens.

4. Deep rolling residual stresses

4.1. Residual stress measurement techniques

Common techniques for experimental measurement of residual stress distributions induced by surface treatments

are the X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and the Hole Drilling Method (HDM). The theory of the XRD technique is

available in several books and papers such as the handbook by Lu [42], the standard BS EN 15305:2008 [43]

and the papers by Prevéy [44, 45]. In this research the system Xstress 3000 G2 (by Stresstech) was used. This
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diffractometer is based on the Bragg’s law and it is specifically designed for the residual stresses. According

to Refs. [44, 45] about measurements on aluminium alloys, the Chromium source (radiation Cr Kα) was used

with a diffraction angle 2θ = 139◦ and crystallographic plane (311) for the lattice spacing derivation. The

sin2 ψ method was performed with a ψ range from −40◦ to +40◦ divided in 9 tilt positions and oscillations

of ±3◦ each tilt. The collimator diameters size was 3 mm, and the X-ray penetration depth was approximately

10−12 μm. The hole drilling method is based on material removal and relaxed strain gauge readings. A stepped

hole is introduced concentric with a rosette gauge and the residual stress distribution is obtained after relaxed

strain elaboration. The automatic system RESTAN–MTS3000 (by SINT Technology) was used here and the

analytical algorithm for residual stresses back-calculation from the relaxed strain measurements was introduced

and developed by Beghini et al. [46, 47, 48, 49]. Hole drilling accuracy assessment was provided by Grant et

al. [50], and direct validation of HDM was performed by Valentini et al. [51, 52] with a dedicated bending test

rig. Successful comparison between XRD and HDM were also published by Grant [53], Fontanari et al. [54],

and more recently by Valentini et al. [23].

Both residual stress measurement techniques were used in the present paper by exploiting the peculiarities of

the two different methods [23, 55]. The HDM allowed to measure the residual stress distributions up to 1 mm in

depth, and the XRD was then used for validation at the surface and at the very initial subsurface. A hole drilled

strain gauge rosette, applied on a deep rolled specimen, is shown in Fig. 7 along with the definitions of feed and

rolling directions and consistent residual stress components.

direct

Rolling

ion, r

Feed

direction, f

HDM rosette

strain gauge

Rolling

paths

f

r
fr

Figure 7: Hole drilling method, strain gauge rosette and definition of the residual stress components.

4.2. Residual stress distributions
Preliminarily tests were performed on specimens without any rolling, just after a fine turning finish. The residual

stresses, measured with HDM, were found to be quite low and tensile at subsurface. The XRD testing reported a

low compressive value at the surface, on a different specimen, prepared with the same turning finish. These two

measurements are reported in Fig. 8, the residual stress components are here just termed as σx,σy,τxy being feed

and rolling directions not yet introduced. After the evidence of these small values, the residual stresses induced

by the turning finish, before rolling, were simply assumed as negligible and the residual stress (shown below)

were completely attributed to the deep rolling operation.

Residual stress measurements were performed on all the rolled specimens whose parameters are listed in Tab. 1.

HDM measurements were applied at two points apart (each specimen) inside the rolled area and not close to the

boundaries. Then XRD measurements were also performed on intermediate points of each specimen previously

HDM tested. Some specimens were tested even with two XRD measurements, while just one for others. Fur-

thermore, some of the single XRD measurements were repeated on different specimens (with the same rolling

parameters) just for validation, obtaining very similar results. Fig. 9 shows HDM and XRD measurements on

two tests. The stress components are here referred to σf feed direction, σr rolling direction and τfr shear, accord-

ing to the scheme of Fig. 7. Not large differences were found between the two point measurements and between
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the two techniques. Discrepancies were mainly evident at the surface, though between the typical uncertainty

ranges. Moreover, some non-uniformity of the deep rolling treatment, at different positions of each specimen,

should also be considered. Since the maximum depth of the XRD measurements was quite small (it never exceed

0.1 mm) and the specimens had high stiffness, at least not bending compliance, the material removal effect on

residual stresses was negligible [44]. For this reason, no correction was applied to the in-depth values obtained

after electropolishing material removal and subsequent XRD measurement on the newly exposed surface.
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Figure 9: Residual stress measured with HDM and XRD, for different parameter combinations: (a) Test 2, FN = 50 N, f = 0.1 mm; (b)

Test 3, FN = 150 N, f = 0.1 mm.

The shear stresses τfr were very small for all the investigated specimens, Fig. 9. After having found zero (or

negligible) shear stress along the entire measurement depth, no stress rotation was required and the feed and

rolling obviously were just the principal directions. The shape of the roller itself and the deep rolling process

was also suggesting these principal directions. Now this intuitive assumption is experimentally validated and,

hereafter, σf and σr are regarded as the principal residual stresses and reported without the shear component.

Average values were calculated by taking into account both HDM and XRD measures at surface and at initial

subsurface depths, while only HDM values were averaged for further depths. After this multiple measurement

and averaging procedure, a unique distribution of σf,σr (principal) components was associated to each deep

rolling test. A remarkable evidence about all test distributions is that the two residual stress components are

quite different. The feed is larger than the rolling component, approximately by a factor of 2 at the surface and

at the subsurface, while the two components are almost equal, and quite low, after sign reversal. As mentioned

in the Introduction, the reason of this anisotropy is both the high curvature ratio, at the contact region, and the

preferential feed direction of the plastic deformation process.
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4.3. Parametric analysis

Two feed values were tested for the investigated normal forces: 50,150,300,450 N. Fig. 10 shows the effect

of the feed for each single force value. It is evident that a factor of 2 on feed produced small effects below the

surface, that can even be confused with the measurement accuracy or treatment non-uniformity. E.g. subsurface

residual stress components were higher for larger feed in Fig. 10 (a) (FN = 50 N), while they were smaller in

Fig. 10 (b) (FN = 150 N). Nevertheless, the feed produced a detectable effect on the stress gradient in the initial

subsurface depth range: 0.0−0.1 mm. The compressive surface residual stresses were higher (absolute values)

for the smaller feed, especially for the lower normal forces, Fig. 10 (a), (b) and (c), while for higher normal

force the effect is more pronounced on the subsurface residual stress maxima, Fig. 10 (d).
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Figure 10: Feed sensitivity on residual stresses: (a) FN = 50 N, (b) FN = 150 N, (c) FN = 300 N, (d) FN = 450 N.

On the contrary, the rolling force produced a remarkable effect on the overall residual stress profiles. Fig.

11 shows the comparisons with same feed values and increasingly rolling normal forces. A parameter clearly

driven by the rolling force is the depth of compressive residual stress dc. This depth is here defined as the average

of the compressive to tensile transition depths for the two residual stress components, being these two depths

very similar for each distribution. dc increased with FN, without being significantly affected by the previously

investigated feed parameter f , that is just effective at the surface and the very initial subsurface, as previously

pointed out.

4.4. Depths of compressive and maximum residual stresses

The relation between the depth of compressive residual stress and the rolling force is reported in Fig. 12. The

depths of the maximum residual stress components, rolling and feed dr,max,df,max are also shown in the same

figure. Increasing trends are evident: the higher the rolling force the deeper the compressive depth, as mentioned
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Figure 11: Rolling force sensitivity on residual stresses: (a) f = 0.1 mm, (b) f = 0.2 mm.

above, and the deeper the residual stress maxima too. About these latter depths, also the feed has a role. As

a general trend, the lower the feed the lower the depths of maximum stress. More specifically, the feed stress

component just keeps its maximum at the surface up to the normal force value FN = 300 N for the feed value

f = 0.1 mm, while it is subsurface for f = 0.2 mm.
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Figure 12: Trends of compressive depth and subsurface maximum residual stress depths.

Finally, the surface and the maximum residual stresses are reported in Fig. 13 (a) and (b) respectively, for the

two feed values: f = 0.1−0.2 mm. Both surface and maximum subsurface stress components were higher for

the lower feed. Nevertheless, there was not an evident trend for the surface values with the force, while the

subsurface maxima kept a slight increasingly trend.

The yield stress limit is quite evident here. Though largely different tested parameters, the feed maxima were

always very close to the yield stress SY = 540 MPa, Fig. 13 (b). As mentioned above, the material small

hardening behaviour did not allow a significant increase of the yield stress during the plastic deformation process.

While the maximum stress remained quite similar to the yield stress, the position of the maximum shifted at

subsurface by increasing the rolling force, as shown previously. Being the maximum limited, and located below

the surface, necessarily the residual stresses at the surface reduced. This trend needs to be carefully considered

in order to evaluate the optimum selection of the process parameters. E.g. for fatigue strength enhancement, a

large compressive depths is obviously attractive, but a smaller surface compressive stress may be detrimental, or

at least not optimal, being the fatigue crack initiation at the surface. A complete overview of the residual stress

distributions obtained with experimental measurements, as provided here, is therefore a very useful reference

for effective treatment parameter selection.
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Figure 13: Feed and rolling residual stresses: (a) at the surface and (b) maximum.

5. FE analysis

5.1. Model setup

As discussed in the Introduction, FE analyses of rolling process is a challenging task. One of the main limitations

is the plane model, instead of a fully 3D, to have accurate mesh discretization especially at the surface and at the

initial subsurface depths, and also to have far boundary conditions. The rolling tool investigated in the present

study shows a high curvature edge aligned with the feed direction, while the curvature is much smaller along the

rolling direction. For this reason, the model was implemented as plane strain, with the plane perpendicular to

the rolling direction. The indentation process was, therefore, simulated as vertical penetration of the tool section

profile. The indentation was repeated several times at subsequent steps whose spacing was obviously equal to

the feed, Fig. 14 (a). Plane strain 4-node elements were used along with surface-to-surface contact and target.

A gradient mesh was prepared in order to have very accurate discretization in the initial subsurface depth were

the residual stress and plastic strain results are evaluated. The minimum element size was 2.5 μm, this size was

suggested by a preliminarily convergence analysis on a benchmark Hertz model. The total number of elements

(structural solid and contact) was approximately 115000. The lower boundary was placed at a remarkable dis-

tance with respect to the indentation region, not reported in the figure, and the far lateral boundaries allowed a

large number of subsequent indentations: approximately 50 for f = 0.1 mm. This wide simulated indentation

region was required to have a reliable stabilization of the residual stresses. The indentation tool was modeled just

as a rigid profile being the tungsten carbide roller much stiffer than the aluminium alloy specimen. Frictionless

contact between the rigid indenter and the specimen was introduced. Multilinear kinematic hardening material

model was implemented, for the aluminium alloy, according to the Bauschinger effect observed before and re-

producing the monoxial cyclic curve, Fig. 1 (b). The simulation results were finally extracted at the mid position

of the multiple indentation width to have very limited residual stress perturbation due to the lateral boundaries.

The residual stresses were evaluated after the final indentation, with the indenter profile at upper position, hence

not in contact with the simulated specimen. The residual stress were post-processed by averaging the results on

a large number of multiple paths equally spaced inside a feed length, Fig. 14 (b), in order to have uniform values

along the feed direction. Convergence analysis allowed to select an adequate number of paths equal to 20 (in the

figure a smaller number is reported just for graphical clarity).

The pressure evolution during the simulated rolling process is reported in Fig. 15 that shows the contact distri-

bution at different steps while the roller is driven to its lowest position. Initially, a slightly perturbed Hertzian

distribution arises, then it is evident that the maximum pressure is limited by the yield of the material while the

plastic wake is flattened (as well as any surface roughness, though not modeled here) and the contact widens

toward a portion of the previously treated region.
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5.2. Accumulated plastic strain

The depth of imposed indentation in FE simulations was tuned in order to have an accurate prediction of the

subsurface residual stress distributions. As an example, Fig. 16 shows the comparison between experimental

and FE stresses for Test 7 along with the resulting simulated plastic strain. The stresses at the surface and at

the initial subsurface were not perfectly matching the experimental data. The numerical analyses predicted very

strong stress gradients at the surface, that could not be captured by the measuring techniques, moreover, the

prevented material flow along the out-of-plane direction, as modeled with plane strain, is more incisive at the

initial subsurface where the plastic strain is higher.

Nevertheless, this kind of simulation was still considered a valid estimator of the accumulated plastic strain

during the deep rolling process, otherwise not directly related to the measured residual stresses. As shown in

Fig. 16, the aforementioned compressive depth was very similar to the maximum depth where the material

experienced plastic strain. Similarly to the compressive thickness, this plasticity depth was only dependent on

the rolling force (or alternatively a stress parameter such as the elastic Hertzian pressure) with a very limited

contribution of the feed, Fig. 17 (a). Nevertheless, the maximum of the plastic strain distribution εp,max was

found to be dependent on the normal force and the feed too, Fig. 17 (b).

Despite the limited effect of the feed on residual stresses, the entire distribution of plastic strain (and so the

maximum) was increased by almost a factor of 2, that merely coincides with the ratio of the feed values, for all

the investigated rolling forces. After this numerical analysis it is evident that small feed can generate excessive

hardening with a small beneficial contribution on the residual stresses, that are just limited by the yield. This
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Figure 16: Comparison between experimental and FE residual stresses, and simulated plastic strain distribution.
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Figure 17: (a) Accumulated plastic strain distributions produced by different force and feed combinations. (b) Plastic strain maxima

depending on load and feed.

high work hardening is not attractive since it implies embrittlement, thus very small feed should be avoided,

anyway a definite allowable maximum plastic strain need to be assessed for any specific material and in-service

loading.

6. Discussion

Some trends of the obtained distributions are finally compared here to the literature results and discussed. An

evident result found in this investigation is that the plasticity depth is overlapping the residual stress compressive

depth. This result is in agreement with the paper by Bijak–Żochowski and Marek [56] for large size rolling and

also with the paper by Valentini et al. [51] where the shot peening compressive depth was almost equal to the

maximum depth of the micro-hardness profile, that in turn is related to the material plasticity. Furthermore, the

plasticity percentage reported by Prevéy and Cammett [16], same aluminium alloy 7075-T6, was approximately

20% for the low plasticity burnishing (while it was 40% at the surface for the shot peening) and this is quite in

agreement with the maximum accumulated plasticity reported above that never exceed 15%. Even the highest

compressive residual stress is coherent with the present paper result, being just slightly larger than the (initial)

yield stress of the aluminium alloy.

Many investigators usually report the in-depth comparison between shot peening and deep rolling, such as Prevéy

and Zhuang and coauthors [16, 19, 20, 57], just to show how the former treatment is significantly shallower than

the latter. The typical depth of the shot peening is a few tenths of a millimeter [12, 31, 57], mainly depending on

the shot size and on intensity too, while the low plasticity burnishing, as well as the present deep rolling results,
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have a size depth up to 1 mm. The shot peening process obviously is isotropic since it has not a preferential

direction [23]. For this reason, the obtained residual stress is equi-biaxial, in fact just a single stress component

is usually plotted versus the depth. The low plasticity burnishing is sometimes also reported just with a single

component albeit the equi-biaxial property is questionable. Though the spherical tool, low plasticity burnishing

is not isotropic because the treatment has again two specific directions: rolling and feed. While the papers by

Klocke et al. reported almost equi-biaxial roller burnishing residual stresses [14, 38], the papers by Rodrı́guez et

al. [7], Avilés et al. [58] and Sartkulvanich et al. [34] showed very different stress components along these two

directions. More specifically the feed (or axial) direction stress is approximately a factor of 2 with respect to the

other component, basically the same as obtained here with the conical and rounded roller. Similarly, the papers

by Tian and Shin [40], Balland et al. [29] and also Majzoobi et al. [59], reporting residual stress results about

roller with two different curvatures, again, showed a stress component ratio approximately of 2. Apparently, the

plasticity process has a predominant role, at least on the principal residual stresses, with respect to the curvature

ratio, thus reducing the significance of the roller shape.

7. Conclusions

Deep rolling with a conical and rounded tool was investigated in this paper in terms of roughness, hardness, in-

duced residual stresses (experimental) and accumulated plasticity (FE simulation) on a high strength aluminium

alloy. The surface roughness was found more significantly affected by the initial surface preparation, due to the

previous machining, rather than the rolling parameters. Approximately a reduction factor of 2 was observed, that

allowed to obtain roughness values typical of the grinding operation. Both rolling force and feed had an effect

on the surface hardness. High load and small feed contributed to higher hardness and the obtained maximum

value was 196 HV starting from the untreated surface 175 HV. Residual stresses were measured with combined

X-ray diffraction and hole drilling methods. A parametric analysis was proposed with different combinations of

rolling force and feed. The main results of this comparative study are summarized in the following:

• The principal residual stresses were aligned with the rolling and the feed directions.

• The investigated conical and rounded tool introduced quite large different residual stresses along the two

principal directions. Similarly to the ball type burnishing, the feed direction residual stress at the surface

was approximately a factor of two higher than the other component.

• The feed parameter mainly influenced the very initial subsurface stress gradient. The surface compressive

residual stresses were slightly higher (absolute value) with a smaller feed. On the contrary, the deeper

residual stress distribution was very marginally influenced by the feed.

• The rolling force had a significant effect on the entire stress distribution, hence the depth of compressive

residual stress was primarily related to the force with negligible effect by the feed.

• The positions of the maximum stress, for each component, was also investigated and related to the param-

eters. Smaller feed tended to keep the maxima at the surface, while higher normal load drove the maxima

below the surface.

• The maximum stress was very clearly limited by the material yield stress, especially being the investigated

aluminium alloy low hardening. As a consequence, high rolling force produced a shift of the maximum

depth, but merely not an increase of the maximum itself, thus the residual stresses at the surface tended to

reduce.

• Finally, the FE model showed that the plastic strain distribution was primarily affected by the normal force

in terms of depth while the maximum level was remarkably influenced also by the feed, though the limited

effect on the surface and the initial subsurface residual stresses, as discussed before.
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This overview of residual stress distributions and the sensitivity to deep rolling parameters is very useful to

optimize the treatment for a specific target, such as for fatigue strength enhancement. A very small feed is to be

avoided since it produces severe work hardening with a limited effect on surface and subsurface residual stresses

that are just limited by the yield stress. Even a strong rolling force is not advisable. Very large compressive

depth is unnecessary when the fatigue process volume is small (such as high strength alloys), in addition high

hardening again results, and the maximum residual stress can shift at subsurface, hence not completely effective

for preventing surface fatigue crack.
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